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2019'S PAGE-TURNING SUMMER READ "We lost all three girls that summer. Let them slip away like the words
of some half-remembered song, and when one came back? She wasn’t the one we were trying to recall to
begin with. Spring slunk off too. Skulked away into the scrub and there, standing in its place, was the
summer that scorched the air and burned our nostrils and sealed in the stink. Like the lids on our
Tupperware lunchboxes. That summer was the hottest on record. It was the year the Cold War ended. The
year they stopped making Atari 2600s forever. I was eleven and one sixth, but it wasn’t enough—by then
we’d learned shadows disappeared in the dark." Tikka Molloy was eleven and one-sixth years old during
the long hot summer of 1992, growing up in an Australian suburb surrounded by encroaching bushland. The
TV news in the background is filled with debate about the exoneration of Lindy ("dingo took my baby")
Chamberlain. That summer was when the Van Apfel sisters—Hannah, the beautiful Cordelia and
Ruth—mysteriously disappeared during the school's Showstopper concert, held at the outdoor amphitheater
by the river. Did they just run—far away from their strange, evangelical parents or overly involved
teacher? Were they taken? And, in the end, was anyone actually watching out for them? While the search
for the sisters unites the small community, the mystery of their disappearance has never been solved
and Tikka and her older sister, Laura, have been haunted ever since by the loss of their best friends
and playmates. Now, years later, Tikka has returned home, to try to make sense of that strange moment
in time, of the summer that left her frozen in the past, of the girls that she never forgot.
Brilliantly observed, spiky, funny, and unexpectedly endearing,The Van Apfel Girls Are Gone is part
mystery, part coming-of-age story--with a dark shimmering unexplained absence at its heart.
The Scriptures say, "In the beginning was the Word, and the word was with God. And the Word was God. He
was with God in the beginning" (John 1:1). John's gospel calls Jesus the Word of God. He presents Him
as the personal Word of God, which indicates that in these last days God has spoken to us through His
Son. The Scripture also revealed that Jesus Christ is the manifold wisdom of God and the perfect
revelation of the nature and person of God. Just as a person's words reveal his or her heart and mind,
with Christ, it is the same, as the Word reveals the heart and mind of God. All those who know Jesus
Christ, earnestly desire to know Him more and more. Our Lord said, "Before Abraham was born, I Am,"
which means that Abraham is a creature of God, just as Adam and Eve; and Jesus Christ is the Creator;
He is the beginning and the end, the first and the last, the Mediator and the Messiah, predicted by the
Old Testament prophets long before Abraham was born. Jesus Christ is the manifestation of God's wisdom,
righteousness, sanctification and redemption. Jesus Christ is the Lamb of God that was slain before the
foundation of the universe. "He is before all things, and in him all things hold together "(Colossian
1:17). God will show His love for you in an active way, in a big way, in a way that you cannot imagine
or think, or comprehend. At the present time, your most holy duty and task is to draw close to the Lord
and continue in faithful obedience to His commandments, to His Word and to the control and direction of
the Holy Spirit. Gain a deeper understanding of Jesus Christ and grow in knowledge, strength and truth
through this uplifting read.
Presents a selection of one hundred verses from the Bible, with commentary on their application to
everyday life.
Are you dissatisfied with your spiritual life? Do you feel stuck or stagnant? Are you tired of going
through the motions of faith? Do you want to make real progress in your life, but not know where to
start? How to Grow is a book for people who want to grow spiritually and help others grow as well. We
often see the gospel as the starting point of the Christian life, rather than the main point of all of
life. But the truth is that the gospel is the key to all ongoing growth in our lives. As Galatians 2:14
says, we are called to live our whole lives “in step with the truth of the gospel.” In How to Grow,
Darryl Dash will walk you through a practical, habit-based approach to spiritual growth. Join Darryl as
he unpacks the gospel, shows how it applies to every area of your life, and helps you evaluate your
current stage of growth so you know what steps to take next. You’ll learn why habits are important, how
to build them, and which ones to focus on first. Plus, you’ll discover the roles that joy and desire
play in our spiritual growth journey. Practical without being formulaic, How to Grow offers actionable
ideas to facilitate spiritual growth in the lives of regular, messy people—people like you and me.
Unearthing What I Believe and Why It Matters
Second Glance
I Kissed Dating Goodbye
A History of a Modern Concept
The Genesis One Code
Me and My Father Are One

We don’t get to choose between humility and orthodoxy. We need both. Orthodoxy, for the faithful, evokes what’s
cherished and beautiful and eternal. Yet in our day, orthodoxy is too often wielded like a weapon, used to
bludgeon others with differing points of view. The word has become associated with behavior like
argumentative, annoying, and arrogant. It’s time for God’s people to demonstrate both right thinking and right
attitudes. We are called to embrace and defend biblical truth. But that truth includes repeated commands to love
our neighbor, love our enemy, and be clothed in gentleness and respect. In Humble Orthodoxy, bestselling
author Joshua Harris examines New Testament teachings about the calling of believers to a love-infused courage
that ignores foolish controversies, patiently endures evil, and champions truth with generosity of spirit. Without
this kind of humility, Harris asserts, we become like the Pharisees—right in our doctrine, but ultimately
destroying the cause of truth with our pride.
"More than a hundred people killed on a bright spring day. The citys most beautiful and iconic landmark in ruins.
The man accused of setting the fire is dead, buried in the rubble along with answers to the question, "Why?" As
Juni Bruder of the Orlando Herald talks to rescuers and survivors, she cant shake the feeling that something isnt
right. The official story doesnt ring true. Her interviews become front-page news. So does her suicide, a year
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after the blaze. Her brother Peter, a Jesuit priest, finds a clean apartment and a stack of papers sealed in plastic
bags. Sifting through his sisters effects, he reads the stories of the dead, from the architect who designed the
famous building to the janitor blamed for destroying it. A file on Junis laptop will reveal the hidden threads that
bound the victims together, the seemingly random acts that brought them to a single place and moment in time.
In the end, the answers Juni seeks wont be the ones she finds. Told through an inspired mix of puzzle piecesnews stories, phone transcripts, press releases-and filled with gallows humor, this is a novel about life, loss and
the slippery nature of truth--Provided by the publisher.
From the author of Songdogs, a magnificent work of imagination and history set in the tunnels of New York City.
In the early years of the century, Nathan Walker leaves his native Georgia for New York City and the most
dangerous job in America. A sandhog, he burrows beneath the East River, digging the tunnel that will carry
trains from Brooklyn to Manhattan. Above ground, the sandhogs--black, white, Irish, Italian--keep their distance
from each other until a spectacular accident welds a bond between Walker and his fellow diggers--a bond that
will bless and curse the next three generations. Years later, Treefrog, a homeless man driven below by a
shameful secret, endures a punishing winter in his subway nest. In tones ranging from bleak to disturbingly
funny, Treefrog recounts his strategies of survival--killing rats, scavenging for discarded soda cans, washing in
the snow. Between Nathan Walker and Treefrog stretch seventy years of ill-fated loves and unintended crimes.
In a triumph of plotting, the two stories fuse to form a tale of family, race, and redemption that is as bold and
fabulous as New York City itself. In This Side of Brightness, Colum McCann confirms his place in the front ranks
of modern writers.
During a chance night shift on the cops beat, newsroom assistant Madeleine Harrington stumbles on the
corruption story of a lifetime – a plot that would reshape the entire city. She teams up with her dad, a
downtrodden columnist at the paper, to unearth the mystery. The muckrakers find the plot goes deeper – and
contains more skeletons among the city’s powerbrokers – than they imagined.
Digging Up Love
Essays in Experimental Prehistory
NIV, Bible for Men, eBook
Truth Triumphant
Courtship in Twentieth-Century America
Unearthing Britain's Visionary Music
Discover the life-changing power of Scripture with 100 of the best-loved Bible verses that bring encouragement, direction,
insight, and hope for your life. On each spread, this beautiful little book features an inspiring scripture set in a beautiful
design a short devotional thought a prayer starter A budget-friendly and thoughtful gift for birthdays, Mother’s Day,
Grandparent’s Day, Galentine’s Day, or any celebration of a special woman, this inspiring book will bring joy to anyone’s day,
as well as add cheer to a bookshelf display. Add a little truth, wisdom, comfort, and beauty to your day with 100 Favorite
Bible Verses.
A spellbinding history of the hidden world below the Holy City—a saga of biblical treasures, intrepid explorers, and political
upheaval “A sweeping tale of archaeological exploits and their cultural and political consequences told with a historian’s
penchant for detail and a journalist’s flair for narration.” —Washington Post In 1863, a French senator arrived in Jerusalem
hoping to unearth relics dating to biblical times. Digging deep underground, he discovered an ancient grave that, he claimed,
belonged to an Old Testament queen. News of his find ricocheted around the world, evoking awe and envy alike, and
inspiring others to explore Jerusalem’s storied past. In the century and a half since the Frenchman broke ground, Jerusalem
has drawn a global cast of fortune seekers and missionaries, archaeologists and zealots, all of them eager to extract the
biblical past from beneath the city’s streets and shrines. Their efforts have had profound effects, not only on our
understanding of Jerusalem’s history, but on its hotly disputed present. The quest to retrieve ancient Jewish heritage has
sparked bloody riots and thwarted international peace agreements. It has served as a cudgel, a way to stake a claim to the
most contested city on the planet. Today, the earth below Jerusalem remains a battleground in the struggle to control the city
above. Under Jerusalem takes readers into the tombs, tunnels, and trenches of the Holy City. It brings to life the indelible
characters who have investigated this subterranean landscape. With clarity and verve, acclaimed journalist Andrew Lawler
reveals how their pursuit has not only defined the conflict over modern Jerusalem, but could provide a map for two peoples
and three faiths to peacefully coexist.
Enrich your spiritual life and relationship with God every single day In a world that tells us to be and live however we want,
the NIV Bible for Men inspires you to be better, dig deeper into your soul, and do more with what God gave you. Spiritually
challenging and thought-provoking, each of the daily readings will move you toward one goal: enriching your spiritual life and
relationship with God. Each reading begins with a short, shareable statement that introduces you to that day’s meaningful,
concise topic designed to address the challenges and expectations that will instantly connect with your experience, such as
career, sexuality, leadership, pornography, relationships, financial stability, spiritual growth, substance addiction, culture,
character, education, self-image and more. The NIV Bible for Men will help you to apply the Bible to your life every day. As
you read and learn, this will quickly become your go-to Bible. Features: Complete text of the accurate, readable, and clear
New International Version (NIV) 260 weekday readings from young pastors and leaders such as Matt Chandler, Shane
Claiborne, Craig Groeschel, and Gabe Lyons 2 methods to engage: reading through the Bible from Genesis to Revelation or
by using the topical index 52 ”Myth Articles” state commonly accepted myths in our culture today, then respond to those
myths with insights from God’s Word
What will you build your life on? With startling transparency, Joshua Harris shares how we can rediscover the relevance and
power of Christian truth. This is book shows a young man who rose quickly to success in the Christian evangelical world
before he realized his spirituality lacked a foundation—it rested more on tradition and morality than on an informed
knowledge of God. For the indifferent or spiritually numb, Harris's humorous and engaging reflections on Christian beliefs
show that orthodoxy isn't just for scholars—it is for anyone who longs to know the living Jesus Christ. As Harris writes, "I've
come to learn that theology matters. It matters not because we want to impress people, but because what we know about
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God shapes the way we think and live. Theology matters because if we get it wrong then our whole life will be wrong."
Whether you are just exploring Christianity or you are a veteran believer finding yourself overly familiar and cold-hearted,
Dug Down Deep will help you rediscover the timeless truths of Scripture. As Harris challenges you to root your faith and
feelings about God in the person, work, and words of Jesus, he answers questions such as: • What is God like and how does
he speak to me? • What difference does it make that Jesus was both human and divine? • How does Jesus's death on the cross
pay for my sins? • Who is the Holy Spirit and how does he work in my life? With grace and wisdom, Harris will inspire you to
revel in the truth that has captured his own mind and heart. He will ask you to dig deep into a faith so solid you can build
your life on it. He will point you to something to believe in again.
Silver in the Wood
Three Graves Full
A Novel
Building Your Life on Truths That Last
From Typology to Doxology
How to Grow
A Library Journal Best Book of 2013! A Booklist Best Crime Novel of 2013! There is very little peace for
a man with a body buried in his backyard. But it could always be worse… More than a year ago, mildmannered Jason Getty killed a man he wished he’d never met. Then he planted the problem a little too
close to home. But just as he’s learning to live with the undeniable reality of what he’s done, police
unearth two bodies on his property—neither of which is the one Jason buried. Jason races to stay ahead
of the consequences of his crime, and while chaos reigns on his lawn, his sanity unravels, snagged on
the agendas of a colorful cast of strangers. A jilted woman searches for her lost fiancé, a fringe
dweller runs from a past that’s quickly gaining on him, and a couple of earnest local detectives piece
clues together with the help of a volunteer police dog—all in the shadow of a dead man who had it
coming. As the action unfolds, each character discovers that knowing more than one side of the story
doesn't necessarily rule out a deadly margin of error. Jamie Mason’s irrepressible debut is a macabre,
darkly humorous tale with the thoughtful beauty of a literary novel, the tense pacing of a thriller, and
a clever twist of suspense.
From debut author Chandra Blumberg comes a playful, heartfelt romance about chasing your dreams and
finding love in the process. Alisha Blake works her magic in the kitchen, creating delectable desserts
for her grandfather's restaurant in rural Illinois. Though Alisha relishes the close relationship she
has with her family, she can't help but dream about opening a cookie shop in Chicago. She may be a smalltown baker, but Alisha has big ambitions. Then a dinosaur bone turns up in her grandparents' backyard.
When paleontologist Quentin Harris arrives to see the discovery for himself, he's hoping that the fossil
will distract him from a recent painful breakup. Instead, he finds Alisha--and sparks fly. The big-city
academic and the hometown baker seem destined for a happily ever after. But Alisha is scared to fall in
love. And Quentin's trying to make a name for himself in a competitive field, which gets even more
complicated when the press shows up at the dig site. For love to prevail, the two may have to put old
bones aside--and focus on the future.
Dug Down DeepUnearthing What I Believe and Why It MattersMultnomah
Dating. Isn't there a better way? Reorder your romantic life in the light of God's word and find more
fulfillment than the dating game could ever give - a life of purposeful singleness.
From Front Porch to Back Seat
Holding the Truth High Without Putting People Down
The Lost City of the Monkey God
A True Story
Humble Orthodoxy
The Archaeology and History of Christ and the Gospels
God is very clear about His purposes for you. If you want to live a meaningful life, it must be aligned with His purposes. You have a unique
purpose to fulfill, a committed passion to embrace, a role to perform, unique methodologies--a personal toolkit--to employ, and an ultimate
contribution to make. In Setting Your Course, author Dr. Greg Bourgond seeks to help you set your course, find focus for your life, engage in
God's journey for you, and finish your journey well. He employs a three-part process to influence you to live all-out for Christ--the compass,
map, and guide: * the compass explains the importance of orienting your life in accordance with established biblical compass points. * the
map defines the trajectory you are to follow based on how God has wired you. * the guide stresses the importance of being mentored and
mentoring others. Setting Your Course helps you formulate a deliberate strategy for determining your purpose; assists you in aligning your life
according to God's plan; encourages you to become a proactive partner in fulfilling God's purposes and redemptive activity; and exhorts you
to leave a worthwhile legacy in the lives of others.
NAMED A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2017#1 New York Times and #1 Wall Street Journal bestseller! A five-hundred-year-old
legend. An ancient curse. A stunning medical mystery. And a pioneering journey into the unknown heart of the world's densest jungle. Since
the days of conquistador Hernán Cortés, rumors have circulated about a lost city of immense wealth hidden somewhere in the Honduran
interior, called the White City or the Lost City of the Monkey God. Indigenous tribes speak of ancestors who fled there to escape the Spanish
invaders, and they warn that anyone who enters this sacred city will fall ill and die. In 1940, swashbuckling journalist Theodore Morde
returned from the rainforest with hundreds of artifacts and an electrifying story of having found the Lost City of the Monkey God-but then
committed suicide without revealing its location. Three quarters of a century later, bestselling author Doug Preston joined a team of scientists
on a groundbreaking new quest. In 2012 he climbed aboard a rickety, single-engine plane carrying the machine that would change
everything: lidar, a highly advanced, classified technology that could map the terrain under the densest rainforest canopy. In an unexplored
valley ringed by steep mountains, that flight revealed the unmistakable image of a sprawling metropolis, tantalizing evidence of not just an
undiscovered city but an enigmatic, lost civilization. Venturing into this raw, treacherous, but breathtakingly beautiful wilderness to confirm the
discovery, Preston and the team battled torrential rains, quickmud, disease-carrying insects, jaguars, and deadly snakes. But it wasn't until
they returned that tragedy struck: Preston and others found they had contracted in the ruins a horrifying, sometimes lethal-and incurabledisease. Suspenseful and shocking, filled with colorful history, hair-raising adventure, and dramatic twists of fortune, THE LOST CITY OF
THE MONKEY GOD is the absolutely true, eyewitness account of one of the great discoveries of the twenty-first century.
Purpose Driven Romance The last thing singles want is more rules. But if you’re looking for an intentional, God-pleasing game plan for
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finding a future spouse, Joshua Harris delivers an appealing one. A compelling new foreword, an all-new “8 Great Courtship Conversations”
section, and updated material throughout makes this five-year revision of the original Boy Meets Girl a must-have! Harris illustrates how
biblical courtship—a healthy, joyous alternative to recreational dating—worked for him and his wife. Boy Meets Girl presents an inspiring,
practical example for readers wanting to pursue the possibility of marriage with someone they may be serious about. Are you ready for
“romance with purpose”? If you’re fed up with self-centered relationships that end in disillusionment, it’s time to rethink romance. Finding
the loving, committed relationship you want shouldn’t mean throwing away your hopes, your integrity, or your heart. In Boy Meets Girl,
Joshua Harris —the guy who kissed dating goodbye—makes the case for courtship. As old-fashioned as it might sound, courtship is what
modern day relationships desperately need. Think of it as romance chaperoned by wisdom, cared for by community, and directed by God’s
Word. Filled with inspiring stories from men and women who have rediscovered courtship, Boy Meets Girl is honest, romantic, and
refreshingly biblical. Keep God at the center of your relationship as you discover how to: • Set a clear course for your romance • Get closer
without compromise • Find support in a caring community • Deal with past sexual sin • Make the right decisions about your future New!
Courtship Conversations Eight ideas for great dates that will help grow and guide your relationship. Story Behind the Book “I wrote I Kissed
Dating Goodbye to challenge singles to drop the worldly approach to serial dating and reconsider the way they pursued romance in light of
God’s Word. Since then, I’ve received letters asking questions like, So, what comes between friendship and marriage? and, How can you
know when you are ready for marriage? Boy Meets Girl answers those questions. Now as a happily married man I can look back on my
courtship with Shannon and see from personal experience that God is faithful. If you trust Him enough to wait on romance in dating, He will
lovingly guide you as you pursue it in courtship…right to that wonderful moment when you kneel together at the altar.” — Joshua Harris
Not until the evidence was uncovered by tomb robbers in the 1870s would we have ever known. Then with the discovery of Tutankhamen’s
tomb in the 1920s, even more hints beckoned readily at hand. But as with so many things in life, critical clues often go unnoticed until
science, accident, and intrigue collide. That collision was initiated by a Polish archaeologist who received permission to collect DNA samples
from a group of royal mummies at the Cairo National Museum in 1973. A tragic victim of the Yom Kippur War, his samples sat dormant
gathering dust until they were found and processed in 1998.Meanwhile during the early 1970s an international team noticed, while x-raying
the same mummy collection, some extremely unexpected physiological details among several of them. As with the radiological data, the
chromosomal evidence proved to be equally disquieting. When taken together, they argued for the introduction of a unique genetic anomaly
into the human genome during the Egyptian late Eighteenth Dynasty. The source was extraterrestrial.Bow Tie chronicles how an international
scientific effort resolved the situation by using a most unusual means for prosecuting a most unscrupulous task – time travel and murder.This
is the first manuscript published by the Richards’ Trust in accordance with the posthumous wishes of Egyptologist Joseph William Richards,
Ph.D.
Electric Eden
The Gospel Is for Christians
Breaking Dawn
Bow Tie. The First Manuscript of the Richards' Trust
Say Hello to Courtship

The gospel must shape discipleship. Non-gospel messages do not foster spiritual growth. Chase joins a growing group of leaders on mission
to help the church rediscover the truth that the gospel isn't just the power of God to save us; it's the power of God to grow us once we're
saved.
Examine the Evidence Surrounding Jesus No other figure has impacted history like Jesus. Yet today, he’s often seen as a mythical
character whose legend increased over time. So what does the historical and archaeological evidence say about Jesus? Archaeologist Dr.
Titus Kennedy has investigated firsthand the discoveries connected to Jesus’ birth, ministry, crucifixion, and resurrection. He has visited
and excavated where Jesus walked, and examined the artifacts connected to Jesus’ life. Here, he presents an up-to-date and comprehensive
overview of the research and findings that illuminate the historicity of Christ as presented in the Bible. Excavating the Evidence for Jesus
progresses chronologically through the Gospels, noting the many relevant archaeological, historical, geographic, and literary findings. As
you read, you’ll be able to decide for yourself whether the evidence confirms the existence and story of Jesus, and determine whether the
Gospels are worthy of being approached not as legends, but as history. Further, you’ll gain a deeper understanding of the historic basis of
Christianity, a richer knowledge of the ancient world, and an evidence-based perspective on the reliability of the Bible.
Sissy Fletcher, the preacher's daughter, disappeared on the night of the Rodeo Dance ten years ago and has been missing ever since. Until
now, that is—a team drilling an oil well has made a grisly discovery in an isolated pasture. Seeing as how it's an election year, finding her
killer is a bigger priority than it might usually be in sleepy Washington County, Texas, where not much ever happens anyway. Though it's
becoming clear that the town isn't quite as sleepy as it seems. Martin Fletcher, Sissy's brother, seems to believe he's on a mission from God
to raise hell in Washington County. He and his partner, Dud Hughes, aim to start small, with armed robbery, and work their way up to
bigger things, but an inquiry into his sister's death threatens to draw a little more attention his way than he wants just now. As the mood
begins to the shift in the town, three men put their heads together to work the case: ex-Texas Ranger Jeremiah Spur, who is retired but can't
get the thrill of the chase out of his blood; the current sheriff, Dewey Sharpe, who just may not be as dumb as he looks; and Deputy Clyde
Thomas, an African-American ex-Dallas cop who is probably the savviest of the bunch. All in all, James Hime's The Night of the Dance, is
a terrifically original, jaunty, and action-packed debut from a writer to watch.
Traces the 1960s effort to revive music in England that underscored the achievements of such period artists as Pink Floyd, Nick Drake and
Led Zeppelin, providing insight into how their work reflected historical precedents while establishing models for present-day musicians.
Original. 10,000 first printing.
The Denarius
Archaeologies of Consciousness
In the Distance
Setting Your Course
Before Religion
The Van Apfel Girls Are Gone
Pulitzer Prize Finalist: “Something like Huckleberry Finn written by Cormac McCarthy: an adventure story as well as a meditation on the
meaning of home.”—The Times Winner of the William Saroyan International Prize for Writing A Publishers Weekly Top Ten Book of the Year
Finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction A young Swedish immigrant finds himself penniless and alone in California. The boy travels
East in search of his brother, from whom he was separated in the crowds and chaos during their journey across the sea. Moving on foot
against the great current of emigrants pushing West, he is driven back again and again, meeting naturalists, criminals, religious fanatics,
swindlers, Indians, and lawmen—and his exploits turn him into a legend. Just as its hero pushes against the tide, this widely acclaimed novel
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defies genre conventions—and “upends the romance and mythology of America’s Western experience and rugged individualism” (Star
Tribune). “Suspenseful…a memorable immigration narrative, and a canny reinvention of the old-school western.”—Publishers Weekly
“Exquisite: assured, moving, and masterful, as profound and precise an evocation of loneliness as any book I’ve ever read.” —Lauren Groff,
National Book Award-nominated author of Florida and Fates and Furies
Rome, Italy. A new coin, a handsome silver denarius, is struck during the reign of the Emperor Caesar Augustus. The year is A.D. 8. Fated
for an amazing journey, the coin changes multiple hands as it travels from Imperial Rome to ancient Jerusalem where it plays a key part in a
life changing event. Following the rule of the mad Emperor Nero, the denarius travels with a Roman soldier to the outposts of northern Britain
where it is eventually lost during battle. For over 2000 years the coin remains buried in the rural English countryside until it again sees the
light of day when it is dug up by a terminally ill treasure hunter from Milwaukee, WI. Strangely, the coin appears undamaged by the ravages
of time. Thus continues a puzzling series of events as the mysterious coin touches and changes the lives of not only the dying treasure
hunter, but an alcoholic Catholic priest, a Mayo Clinic researcher and an abandoned Chippewa Indian girl.
"The Genesis One Code" offers a careful examination of the relationship between scientific theory and biblical teaching. The book targets the
origins debate from a fresh perspective informed by scientific and spiritual research and demonstrates an alignment between the dates of key
events described in Genesis 1 and 2 with those derived from scientific theory and observation.
First published in 1976, Paul Johnson’s exceptional study of Christianity has been loved and widely hailed for its intensive research, writing,
and magnitude—“a tour de force, one of the most ambitious surveys of the history of Christianity ever attempted and perhaps the most
radical” (New York Review of Books). In a highly readable companion to books on faith and history, the scholar and author Johnson has
illuminated the Christian world and its fascinating history in a way that no other has. Johnson takes off in the year AD 49 with his namesake
the apostle Paul. Thus beginning an ambitious quest to paint the centuries since the founding of a little-known ‘Jesus Sect’, A History of
Christianity explores to a great degree the evolution of the Western world. With an unbiased and overall optimistic tone, Johnson traces the
fantastic scope of the consequent sects of Christianity and the people who followed them. Information drawn from extensive and varied
sources from around the world makes this history as credible as it is reliable. Invaluable understanding of the framework of modern
Christianity—and its trials and tribulations throughout history—has never before been contained in such a captivating work.
Dug Down Deep
Fall In Love With The Family Of God
This Side of Brightness
Excavating the Evidence for Jesus
The Buried History of the World's Most Contested City
Paul's Use of Isaiah and Job in Romans 11:34–35

From Graham Norton, the BAFTA-award-winning Irish television host and author of the “sparkling and impish” (Daily Mail) memoirs The Life and
Loves of a He Devil and So Me, comes a charming debut novel set in an idyllic Irish village where a bumbling investigator has to sort through
decades of gossip and secrets to solve a mysterious crime. The remote Irish village of Duneen has known little drama but when human remains are
discovered on an old farm, suspected to be that of Tommy Burke—a former lover of two different inhabitants—the village’s dark past begins to
unravel. As the frustrated sergeant PJ Collins struggles to solve a genuine case for the first time in his life, he unearths a community’s worth of anger
and resentments, secrets and regret. In this darkly comic, touching, and at times heartbreaking novel, perfect for fans of J.K. Rowling’s The Casual
Vacancy, Graham Norton employs his acerbic wit to breathe life into a host of loveable characters, and explore—with searing honesty—the
complexities and contradictions that make us human.
At the end of Romans 11, Paul quotes both Isaiah and Job. As with other New Testament uses of Old Testament texts, this raises several questions.
What is the context of these Old Testament passages? How are they used in other Jewish literature? What is Paul's hermeneutical warrant for using
them in Romans 11? What theological use does Paul make of them? How, if at all, does their use in Romans 11 contribute to the broader discussion
on the use of the Old Testament in the New? In addressing these questions, this book reveals a remarkable typological connection that climaxes in the
doxology of Romans 11:33-36, exalting God's incomprehensibility, wisdom, mercy, grace, patience, independence, and sovereignty.
"Whether or not we've come a long way since then, this engaging study of courtship shows that at least half the fun is in reading about getting there."
-- St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
Collected for the first time, these essays delve into the mysteries of the prehistoric human mind with intelligence, passion and a radical approach to
the unknowability of the evocative but obscure early chapters of the human story. Starting from personal experiences with megalithic monuments and
sites of ancient rock art, Gyrus unfolds implications and speculations that keep one eye on the latest academic research, the other on the unproven
possibilities that intimacy with prehistoric relics affords. Also includes a foreword by acclaimed antiquarian, Julian Cope.
Under Jerusalem
The Twenty-One Rules of This House
Views and Reviews
History of Christianity
Dirt
Fresh Insights for Thriving in Today's World

A much neglected field of study has been opened by the research of the author into the history of the Christian church
from its apostolic origins to the close of the eighteenth century. Taking as his thesis the prominence given to the Church
in the Wilderness in Bible prophecy, and the fact that “ʻthe Church in the Wilderness,ʼ and not the proud hierarchy
enthroned in the worldʼs great capital, was the true church of Christ,” he has spent years developing this subject. In its
present form, Truth Triumphant represents much arduous research in the libraries of Europe as well as in America.
Excellent ancient sources are most difficult to obtain, but the author has been successful in gaining access to many of
them. To crystallize the subject matter and make the historical facts live in modem times, the author also made extensive
travels throughout Europe and Asia. The doctrines of the primitive Christian church spread to Ireland, Scotland, and
Wales. As grains of a mustard seed they lodged in the hearts of many Godly souls in southern France and northern Italy
̶ people known as the Albigenses and the Waldenses. The faith of Jesus was valiantly upheld by the Church of the
East. This term, as used by the author, not only includes the Syrian and Assyrian Churches, but is also the term applied
to the development of apostolic Christianity throughout the lands of the East. The spirit of Christ, burning in the hearts of
loyal men who would not compromise with paganism, sent them forth as missionaries to lands afar. Patrick, Columbanus,
Marcos, and a host of others were missionaries to distant lands. They braved the ignorance of the barbarian, the
intolerance of the apostate church leaders, and the persecution of the state in order that they might win souls to God. To
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unfold the dangers that were ever present in the conflict of the true church against error, to reveal the sinister working of
evil and the divine strength by which men of God made truth triumphant, to challenge the Remnant Church today in its
final controversy against the powers of evil, and to show the holy, unchanging message of the Bible as it has been
preserved for t hose who will “fear God, and keep His commandments” ̶ these are the sincere aims of the author as he
presents this book to those who know the truth. MERLIN L. NEFF.
Examining a wide array of ancient writings, Brent Nongbri dispels the commonly held idea that there is such a thing as
ancient religion. Nongbri shows how misleading it is to speak as though religion was a concept native to pre-modern
cultures.
God designed us to build our lives around a local church. Bestselling Joshua Harris reveals how and why to fall in love
with, and stay committed to, the church.
Winner of the 2020 World Fantasy Award! From Astounding Award and Crawford Award Finalist Emily Tesh An ALA
RUSA Reading List Selection "A true story of the woods, of the fae, and of the heart. Deep and green and
wonderful.”̶New York Times bestselling author Naomi Novik There is a Wild Man who lives in the deep quiet of
Greenhollow, and he listens to the wood. Tobias, tethered to the forest, does not dwell on his past life, but he lives a
perfectly unremarkable existence with his cottage, his cat, and his dryads. When Greenhollow Hall acquires a handsome,
intensely curious new owner in Henry Silver, everything changes. Old secrets better left buried are dug up, and Tobias is
forced to reckon with his troubled past̶both the green magic of the woods, and the dark things that rest in its heart.
Praise for Emily Tesh's Silver in the Wood "A wildly evocative and enchanting story of old forests, forgotten gods, and
new love. Just magnificent."̶Jenn Lyons, author of The Ruin of Kings At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Applying the Gospel to All of Your Life
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to make.
Should she stay mortal and strengthen her connection to the werewolves, or leave it all
behind to become a vampire? When you loved the one who was killing you, it left you no
options. How could you run, how could you fight, when doing so would hurt that beloved
one? If your life was all you had to give, how could you not give it? If it was someone
you truly loved? To be irrevocably in love with a vampire is both fantasy and nightmare
woven into a dangerously heightened reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by
her intense passion for Edward Cullen, and in another by her profound connection to
werewolf Jacob Black, a tumultuous year of temptation, loss, and strife have led her to
the ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice to either join the dark but seductive
world of immortals or to pursue a fully human life has become the thread from which the
fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated conclusion to the
Twilight Saga illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this spellbinding romantic epic.
It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world
of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of
Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read
Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary
phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Offers wisdom and guidance for Christians to strengthen their faith, discussing how God
speaks to individuals, how Jesus' death on the cross paid for sins, who the Holy Spirit
is, and more.
The Night of the Dance
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